CAC-in-the-Cloud

Now with a U.S. Department of Defense Impact Level 4 Provisional Authorization, Okta offers modern cloud-based access management to support today’s dynamic mission, veteran and dependent needs.

As a trusted identity management provider to the U.S. Federal Government, Okta keeps driving to ensure that all mission identities are trusted and secure. U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) agencies rely on Okta to consolidate their identity management and fuel the adoption of modern applications, whether in the cloud or on-premises (on-prem).

We are proud of our ongoing support of the DoD mission. With the achievement of DoD Impact Level 4 (IL4) Provisional Authority to Operate (P-ATO), we look forward to even more progress and the ability to support more missions within the DoD in the future.

Okta Identity Cloud - now with DoD IL4 P-ATO

With the announcement of the Okta Identity Cloud achieving a DoD IL4 P-ATO, Okta is now able to support agencies that require identity management services to protect Controlled Unclassified Information at the Level 4 impact control level.

Effortless identity consolidation

Okta helps the DoD consolidate and centralize user identity easily across all systems, apps, and deployments (cloud and hybrid). The Okta Identity Cloud seamlessly works with any authentication schema, including CAC, MFA, biometrics, and others.

SSO that follows you wherever you go

Each Okta user can be assigned a single identity for their entire military career, significantly reducing the lift on DoD IT teams while improving reach and access. Regardless of role, assignment or device, users have access to all of the tools they need via powerful Single Sign On (SSO) technology. This ability to sustain and personalize identity delivers on the fundamental promise behind SSO — any resource, any device, any location, any platform and now, on almost any network.

Modernize now, evolve as needs change

Okta solutions integrate seamlessly with existing on-premise solutions and the modern cloud apps needed to achieve mission success. This hybrid support helps teams to leverage industry-leading interoperability to ensure continuity and drive down mission costs. The Okta Identity Cloud comes with powerful APIs and supports all open standard protocols. As a result, warfighters can use the tools and devices they already know, and IT teams have peace of mind that future systems and solutions can be easily added and supported.

- Supports all open standard protocols, including SAML, OIDC, WS-Fed, OAuth, and more
- Full suite of APIs that extend Okta capabilities across on-premise and cloud, commercial and custom applications:

DoD agencies count on Okta for results that move the mission:

- Simplified user experience
- Faster adoption of new apps
- Just-in-time provisioning
- Consistent user access across network bandwidths
- Automation of onboarding, off-boarding, and provisioning
Identity management that enables zero trust

Identity is the foundation of Zero Trust Architecture (ZTA). The Okta Identity Cloud enables DoD teams to add in powerful identity management no matter where they are in their ZTA journey. Okta makes it easy to secure all DoD points of entry from any identity (active duty, contractor, veteran), and ensures that the right data is available to the right person at the right time.

- Okta MFA supports CAC or CAC alternatives (such as FIPS 140-2)
- Integration with different security tech stacks: Works seamlessly with endpoint detection and response/mobile device management (EDR/MDM), zero trust network access (ZTNA), security information, analytics (SIEM), and more
- Robust compliance and audit reporting tools

A powerful user experience that fuels the mission

Okta delivers a consistent, trusted user experience on any device in virtually any bandwidth environment. And, because Okta sets up easily, IT teams can deliver access to mission-critical apps when and where it’s needed.

- Straightforward, fast and consistent access
- Support for dynamic environments, with automated onboarding, offboarding, and provisioning processes
- Consistent MFA interface across every application, custom or COTS

Summary

Okta has delivered proven identity management solutions to large enterprises for more than a decade. Today Okta's IL4 P-ATO delivers CAC-in-the-Cloud features and capabilities to support and accelerate more missions and programs than ever before.

Government agencies trust Okta to provide secure, reliable solutions to manage identities and streamline processes.

- Connect all apps: Cloud and on-prem, Okta keeps your mission team's IT updated and agile
- Deploy secure, seamless mission systems: Powerful identity services deliver the right data to the right mission partner; the services support mission speed and agility
- Secure zero trust access, with or without CAC: Embed zero trust authentication into your mission systems; use CAC or CAC alternatives, such as FIPS 140-2

To learn more about how Okta can support your mission

Visit Okta.com/DoD or contact your Okta DoD representative today at federal@okta.com.

About Okta

Okta is the leading independent provider of identity for the enterprise. The Okta Identity Cloud enables organizations to securely connect the right people to the right technologies at the right time. With over 7,000 pre-built integrations to applications and infrastructure providers, Okta customers can easily and securely use the best technologies for their business. More than 10,650 organizations, including JetBlue, Nordstrom, Slack, T-Mobile, Takeda, Teach for America and Twilio, trust Okta to help protect the identities of their workforces and customers.